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In the early days I suggested that the
Science Citation Inde#
(.SCP ) might
be used as a rcrricval systcm for the social
srienccs.

2 Some

ten

years

before

that

1

had been intcrcstcd in the possibility of a
citation index to the Biblc,3 and although it may not bc generally known,
the ancestor of present Current CotItentP
editions— Cument Contents of
Sciences—was
Social and Management
running in ]9>>. In short, information
scrviccs for social scientists were among
the cadicst of ISIQ ‘s activities. For a
period, partly duc to the momentum cstab 1ished by t hc Genetic~ Citation Index,
wc bccamc more involved in the natural
scicnccs; perhaps also my interest in the
social scicnccs was a Iittlc before its time,
Latterly an international upsurge in interest, with the realization that the proper
study of mankind is man, has been accompanied by a matching Icvcl of interest
at 1S1. This culminated in the introducCitation
t ion of the Social Sciences
IncfeP
(SSCP
) in 19?3 coupled to a
program of introducing cadicr years as
quickly as possible.
Wc have in fact now published editions back to 197o. 1969 k in press and
1967 and 1968 have been authorized. 1
suspect wc will go back at least to 196> or
even 1961 depending upon user reactions.
The current 197> edition covccs over
1400 journals

completely

and

over 2300

selectively in the Social Sciences
as we broadly deflnc thcm. Some of the
SSC’1subjects and publication practices-for instance in psychology, onc of the
journals

dominant areas--closely resemble the SCI.
The SSCI psychology covcragc is an extension of the SC1 coverage. In other
areas the situation is quite different. For
example over 120 law journals arc covered
in the SSC1 but none in the SC1.
The journals selected for the SSC1 were
based on lists provided in a number of
invcstigarions and dircctorim, by editorial
board rccommcndations,
and by citation
anal ysis as described by Wcinstock.4
Several studies of the social sciences literature have been carried out, notably in
the UK. Earlc and Vickery> found that in
the social scicnccs about four times as
many books and onc third as many periodicals were cited compared to scicncc, In
1965 the output of books was about the
same in the two areas but there were half
as many periodicals in the social scicnccs.
Fcrrthcrmorc the largest social scicnccs
journals do not compare in size to such
journals as Science, Nature, DokLdy ctc.
The usual controversy about using
journal citation counts as a usage indicator comes up in the Earlc article but
since usage in this case relates to the British Lending Library where well over half
the social wicnces demand is in the business area, there is Iitdc useful information about this subject.
In a later article by Broadus6 individual
social science subject studies were reviewed and as might be cxpcctcd rather
different results were reported from those
obtained by Earle and Vickccy, which
were for the whole area.
The most comprehensive survey so far
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attempted must be the one carried out at
Bath University and described in a series
of reports. The 1975 report7 in particular
is prc-eminent.
According to this survey
social sciences serial titles were growing at
about 3% a year in 1970, and 30-40%
were published
in English.
About
150,000

monographs

published.

An

and

important

books

were

conclusion

in this study is that much DubIished work in the &cial sciences ~s of
little more than local relevance. This is
accompanied
by a growing body of
methodological,
conceptual,
and
theretical work of international value.
Wc may surmise that a fairly small proportion of all serials and monographs.
Bath estimates that about 200,000 significant social sciences journal articles arc
published a year--have an international
impact, and that a rather high proportion of these items are likely to bc in
Entzlish. The bulk of scxial scicnccs msblic~ions are made up of the sum tot~l of
locally relevant material, nearly always in
the language of the particular country.
A different aspect of the social sciences
literature has been discussed by pricc,8
who suggested that the age of references
might be used to distinguish between
what hc calls the soft and hard sciences.
For a literature in which the scholar digests all that has gone before and distills
words of wisdom about the same questions, ‘‘Price’s Index” has a low value-that is, many of the references will bc to
items published more than five years ago.
On the other hand for literature which is
reached

mainly research front without

much

ive, a characteristic

‘ ‘hard”

of much

sci-

will be high.
Taking the Bath information
and
Price’s Index together wc might expect
that the literature of the natural scicnccs
would be characterised by articles mainly
citing relatively recent journal items,
while wial sciences articles would tend to
cite relatively old non-journal items.

ence,

‘ ‘Price’s Index”

arch-

In fact this trend is born out if the citation characteristics of articles covered by
the SCI and SSC1 arc snaked.
Lame
enough samples of cited itcm~ in the S~l
and SSCi 1975 editions have been taken
to indicate the situation for the whole
population. The percentage of citations
to journal and non-journal
items is 85
and 15 for the SCi and 47 and 53 for the
SSCI respectively.
Agc statistics arc available for the 1974
editions. The percentage of citations to
literature less than 5 years old is 48.45
and 44.85 for the SC1 and SSCI respectively, while rhc percentage of citations to
literature more than 15 years old is 18.57
and 21.03.

These differences arc not as large as
mirtht be exDccted from Bath and Price.
Al~ost ccrt~inly the reason is that rhc
SC1 extends into the social sciences, while
the SSC1 extends into the natural sciences
on the one hand and into the humanities
on the other. This is a reflection of 1S1’s
policy, which holds that an indexing
puts
documents
into
policy which
mutuallv exclusive boxes Iabelled Biochemistry,
Bebavioura/ Sciences, Urban
Studie~, Demogw@y,
etc., is out of step
with the cross-disciplinary trends in modern sciences. Information should bc retrievable, unimpeded
by such arbitrary
divisions within the limits of economic
feasibility; our definition of science and
the social sciences is considerably broader
than conventional
definitions
for this
reason.
Turning
now to quite a diffcrcnr
topic--and perhaps the most important
consideration for the database orovider-does the set-vice meer rhe nee& of the
user?
We have reccntiy talked ro two sets of
people at all establishments
which subscribe to the S. SC]in the UK. At every
place we located the member of the libracv staff--usuallv in the Derioditais or
reference section of a Univ&sity library-
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most knowledgeable about the SSCI and
its USC, We obtained a good impression
of typical attitudes and opinions. End
users--that is students and faculty members--were identified by library staff and
we talked ro them as well, although
some librarians felt thar rhey should not
give us names and did nor dbsc}.
We had to remember that it is unreasonable to expect librarians to have the
same high level of interest in the SSCI
that we have ourselves. After all the.fSCJ
is only one among many indexes held in a
Iarge library. Atafew places we talked to
known members of the Institute for Information Scientists. Nearly always these
people expressed much greater interest
and were more aware of the potential of
the system.
The general opinion is that the SSCI is
a useful or very useful index used as
much as and in some cases more than
other indexes although in many places it
is quite new. Several libraries felt that
new indexes take quitea long time to become well used, and that use would increase still further. There was an almost
universally held opinion abour the need
for user education, and several librarians
were self-ciritical of the amounr they were
able to impart. 1S1’sprinted material and
tape-slide presentation were considered to
be well done, but the need for a short
simple explanation of how to use the system wasofren emphasized. We are taking
rhis suggestion seriously.
[t is probably unfair ro contrast the
greater enthusiasm of the other group of
people we talked to--the end users--with
that of librarians. Tbe librarians were
typical, the end-users were not. We were
usually referred ro end-users by librarians
who bad remembered people who had
used the S. SC/ frequently. Consequently
these end-users rurned our to be srudenrs
and facul[y members who were unusually
information-conscious.
In our experience
the average person is not information -
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conscious--he or shc needs information
but is not disposed to make a substantial
effort to obtain it.
Most of the end users with whom we
talked had started with a casual look at
the SSC1, had become interested, and
had ended up with a good realisation of
the potential of the system. Some were
unresemedly enthusiastic,
We received
comments like (and I quote) ‘‘tbe Source
Index is an incomparable
bibliographic
record” and “the SSCI is a marvelous resource”.
We obtained
some interesting
examples of completed searches. One user
achieved good results in the subject,
‘‘Maintenance and reliability of plant and
SrJbequipment”
by using Pemzutemzm
ject Index (PSI) word entries. We recommended the SCl as a preferred index. A
social science undergraduate used the cited author approach to find articles about
“wage bargaining and the rheory of inflation”.
Other cases included a sociologist who
used the PSI for the subject “inter-racial
mixed marriages” a psychology Iccturcr
who used several approaches for investigating ‘‘criminal responsibility for the insane” and ‘‘psychological aspects of aborrion, ” and a professor of sociology who
used highly sophisticated search methods
for several subject areas including ‘‘innovation and innovative
people”
and
“Black English. ”
We conclude from the comments
received that citation indexes are as effective in the social sciences as they are in
the natural sciences.
Orher points which came up were the
usefulness of rhe system for locating book
reviews--of obvious importance in sociology because of rhe predominance
of
books u Information sources in this area-and of the value of using the system to
identify schools of major workers in a
sccbje~t.
We found ir rather surprising that li-

brarians do not usually attempt to keep
any kind of record of the amount of usage of indexes, nor of user reaction. We
did not get the impression, even in these
days of’ tight budgets, that any conscious
attempt was being made to justify a subscription in terms of usage or alternatively
to eliminate
little-used
indexes, We
formed the impression that this was because it is difficult to maintain records of
this kind, and because a good reference
section is considered to be of such great
importance
that it is unlikely to bc
pruned even in times of tight budgets.
Following the UK survey we carried out
a very similar one in the United Stares.
We took a sample of 22 subscribers and
asked the same kind of people at each
place the same questions. The consensus
of opinion in the US was found to bc remarkably similar to that in the UK. Some
US periodical or reference librarians resembled UK information scientists--that
is, they were professional Iy intcrcstcd and
aware of the potential of the sysrem.
Again we reccivcd very enthusiastic comments from both librarians and social scientists whose curiosiry had exrendcd beyond simple lookup concepts.
Several additional
points of interest
came up in the US sucvcy, Onc user, engaged in research in child cognizance, was
concerned about timeliness and referred
to the triannual editions as soon as pubIishcd. This was onc reason hc used SSC1
in preference to other indexes--it is more
t imciy. Three uscts expressed rhcir views
about ‘noise’ in a rather sensible way -- in
one case noise turned out to be ncccssariIy high because of the broadness of the
user’s interest. Each said that he regarded
noise as a minor problcm which does not
usually slow up scarchcs. Onc user, engaged in a longitudinal study of Adult
Socialisation said that hc found ‘‘ 30 or 40
rhc
hot articles in 2 to 3 hours--much
most reward ing search I have carried out
in any index”.

At one library it was interesting to find
on- Iinc access to SSCI via Tymshatc /
Lockheed running more or less in competition with SSC1 manual Iookups. The
librarian said that hcr staff tended to
orreratc the terminal on behalf of the user
when they felt that the co-ordinating
power of the machine would enable the
search to be carried out much more
quickly. It is time consuming to usc a
printed index when wanted articles need
to be defined in terms of a set of artributes.
Returning to the question of journal
coverage, we questioned all pctsons in UK
about this subject. A number of libraries
felt that there was a US bias and one
thought the SSIC was weak on Eastern
Eurocman
iournals. End-users however us./
ually felt that the dominance of AngloAmcricarr journals was justfled. Another
one said he had observed a number of
minor US journals, but very fcw minor
non-US journals.
There is, in fact, a greater AngloAmcrican journal dominance in the SSC1
than in the SC1. In the SSCI the figures
are 55% US, 19% UK, 26% all orher
countries, and for the SCI 39% US, 17%
UK and 44% all other countries.
While we have no doubt that wc cover
in both systems a high proportion of the
world’s journals above some arbitrary
lCVC1of importance, is the proportion of
Anglo-American journals covered unjustifiably high?
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On the basis of assessment by citation.
impact covcragc is not unjust~lably high

either for the SC] or SSC1. Wc arc confident about our own and several other
analyses indicating
the dominance
of
English language journals. The majority
ori~inatc in the US or the UK. However,
there arc also an appreciable number originating
other
from
countries.
Baughmann9 shows that 95 % of the cited
sociological Iitcraturc is in English, and
Fletchcr10 that 79% of economics litera-

turc non-journal citations is to AngloAmcrican literature.
However the aucstion must bc asked to
what extent do Ianguagc barriers and national prejudices limit the extent to which
significant material rcccivcs international
exposure?
Suppose 1S1 was to increase its SSCI
iournal
covcraec-,
bv 10% bv adding suitably identified foreign language
journals, what benefit would that provide
for SSC1’~ in[crna[ional user? The abovcmentioncd citation analyses arc biassed
since the citing sources arc mainly English
language journals, If a number of foreign
language sources were analyscd would
some heavily cited foreign language
journals emerge as candidates for SSC1
covcragc? Would
appreciable
AngloAmcrican parochialism bc revealed?
We arc aware of arguments which support these ideas. For instance in social
psychology 1 ir has been suggested that
non-American socia] science is Dcrmcabic
to American ideas while American social
science is impermeable to non-American
ideas.
We conclude that an incrcasc in prime
foreign language journals in the SSC1 in
some subject areas rnigbt improve the
dissemination of ncw ideas. However, wc
have no hard substantiatin~ cvidencc. Wc
believe that most author~--regardlcss of
their nationality--who have something internationally significant to say will strive
ro publish
in international
journals
(usually English Ianguagc journals) because they bclicvc that by so doing they
will receive maximum
exposure and
rccognirion. However, if it can be shown
ro our satisfaction that rhe inclusion of
any foreign language journal not currently covered would result in any appreciable benefit to SSC1 users, wc will certainly consider adding ir to our list, h-r
conclusion I will bricflv mention another
application
of citation analysis. I refer to the identification of high quality

work by research communities, the interrelationships bctwccn research spcciahics,
and studies of rhc structure of scicncc
through the analysis of its literature. I
suggested that this might be a rewarding
topic for investigation some tiftccn years
ago.12
Work has procccdcd apace in the
natural scicnccs 13.14 and Henry Small at
1S1rcccndy used a similar approach in the
social scicnccs. Wc have devised a
method for automatically identifying sets
of articles which tend to be frequently cited together.
These heavily co-cited
articles have been identified as the core
literature
of a scientific
specialry--a5
per- ,
ccivcd by the citing authors currcndy
working in the specialty. Natural -wicncc
spcciah ies include reverse tramcn}tion,
cyc[ic AMP, sickle-ceil disea-re, plate
tonic~, and X-ray sottrces,

tec -

The same automatic
proccdurc
has
been applied to the social scicnccs, and
when comparing the results with the
natural sciences some interesting
differences arc seen. Firstly, the most heavily
cited items in the social scicnccs are ncarIy all books, while in the natural sciences
they are nearly all articles. Secondly the
most heavily cited items arc mainly in
psychology. Fifteen out of the 26 most
heavily tired items arc in this area, although the most heavily tired item of all
is B. J. Wirier’s “Statistical principles in
cxpetimcntal design”,
When performing the automatic procedures, which we call clustering, to identify specialties and to show how specialties relate to each other, the progressive
raising of certain selection parameters
gradually eliminates all but the areas of
most intense activity. At the lower levels,
activity is ccntercd in a number of Iargc
groupings including finance and monetary rhcory, management,
politics, law,
sociology, psychology, leadership, sexual
behawour,
psychoanalysis,
personality,
and drug abuse. As thresholds are raised
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certain areas such as economics, law and
politicai science disappear, leaving areas
of high @blication concentration in subjects such m memory and learning, and
social and experimental psychology, with
psychology dominating.
There are two major differences between social-sciences and the naturalscience chrsters. First, subjects are more
tightly connected in the social sciences-the whole area hangs together and disciplinary boundaries blur more than in the
natural sciences. Second, the mean age of
the specialties--that is of the cited core
documents
is greater
in the social

sciences--6. 5 years compared to 3.5 years
in the natural sciences.
We are about to produce specialty information for a number of successive
years in the social sciences, as we have already done for the natural sciences. This
will show how specialties are growing and
fading, and how relationships between
different areas are changing.
A- ****
Shortly after this paper was presented
at St. Andrews, a list of SSC1 clusters,
along with a cluster-map
of highactivity research areas in the saial sciences appeared as onc of these editorials. 15
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